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A S - .<- vVoods type nucleon-deiiteron optical potential in suggested and applied

numor 11 ly to llir study of llir static ('OIIIOIHI» pfTrcl in tlie low-em-rgv trimiclron

system, in particular, (he observed correlations between the static Coulomb rueigy

of 3li > JKI the Irilon binding energy, and that between the iiculron dentei on and

the 1 1. Dn-deuteron scallering lengths are simulated with this optical potential. In

view o' this study and a previous one employing two other effective potentials it is

unlikc-i- that a a study of the usual static Coulomb effect in the trintirleon system

will rr\.'n\ new and meaningful physics.

I
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Whenever low-energy trimiclron ("I A') calculations are performed ivilh dilfrrent

nucleon niicleon (iV/V) potentials which produce "identical" A'N observable, strong

correlations are observed among various low-energy 3/V observables in the S-wave

spin-doublet systein[l). ( In the present work we shall only be concerned with this

quantum mechanical state of '.he 3/V system anil we shall not explicitly write "S-

wave spin-doublet"). In particular correlations have been observed between it,,./ and

B( 3 / / ) , |2 | , «,„, and H('/f<),|:»J un4 ami , i H , ( l | and /:, ( ' / / « ) and I M ' ' / ) , ^ ) where I)

is the binding energy, ti,,,, [«,„/] is the Mallei ing length Tor the neutron deuleion (m/)

(proton-deiileron (jxl)] system. H i e first two of tin- above correlations have been re-

cently studied and simulated using an effective niicleon deiileron (/V\/) potential[G].

In another study PelrovjT] simulaled I he correlaled behavior of the asymptotic nor-

malization parameter of the triloii w.ivp-fiiiiclion with l^1 / / ) using an elfective Nd

potential. These effective potentials were first proposed on physical ground lacking

rigorous mathematical justification, and latei siinilnr potentials have been derived(8]

numerically from a three-body model.

The effective /\'«i potentials used in recent <stu<lies did not have the form of on

usual Saxon-Woods[!)] optical potential. In partii nlar[(>] one version of the effective

Nd potential had iinphvsical oscillnlions nl large Xil separations and I he other version

had a discontinuous derivative at. a certain sepaiatiou. In other words, such iXd

potentials had unphysii al pathological behaviors. It is interesting to ask at this stage

whether smooth Saxon Woods type iXd optical potentials ronld be suggested in this

case, which will be free of the above unpliysical behaviors.

Physically, because of the large size of llie detilevon on the nuclear scale the

one nucleon exchange part of the Nil effective potential should have a long range

tail. It was conjectured that, this long range pail should have lhe r ' form based

on the work by Fonseca, lledisli and Shanlev[l()| of two heavy ami a light particle



system in physical configuration space and by Efimovjll) of three identical particles

in hyperspace. This long range behavior seems to be essential in order to give a

satisfactory explanation of the Efimov effectfl 1].

The distinctive feature of the effective Nd potential is its univ<isality[l, 11), by

which we mean its independence of the details of the NN and 3/V interactions. As in

dynamical three-nucleon calculations, the Nd effective potentials obeying this univer-

sality are expected to lead to similar low-energy 3/V observables provided they yield

identical B( 3 / / ) or ani.

The hall mark of these effective potentials is that of an attractive well with a r~2

long range behavior, which is suggested by an approximation to the lifiiiiov effect in

the limit of zero deuteron binding. In this work we suggest the following Nd optical

potential which is essentially of the Saxon Woods form with slight modification to

build in the r~a behavior

—., (D

where \'o, fi, and /? are three constants. The r~2 c'"T behavior of this potential

at large distances is obvious. The usual Saxon-Woods potential has a Yukawa-type

behavior at large distances. As usual \'o is the "depth" parameter, II is the "range"

parameter and /< governs the large r behavior.

The three parameters Vo, /<, and R of the effective Nd potential (1) can be fitted

to yield the experimental nd scattering length auii, triton binding Pticrgy B( 3 / / ) , and

the static Coulomb energy E^llc).

Here we use the optical potential (I) in the study of the static ('ouloinb effect in

the 3/V system. In particular we studied a^ - and, and Ec(
3He) • H('/ /) correlations

and find that the optical potential (1) satisfactorily simulates the results of dynam-

ical three-body calculations. As this crude effective potential model is capable of
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simulating lhe results of realistic dynamical calculations it is unlikely that tin- si inly

of static Coulomb rifcrt in low-energy ;W scattering and 3 / / c bound state will yield

relevant information about NN and 3N interactions. The low-energy 3/V Coulomb

observables should be insensitive to the delails of I In- interactions and dyii.uiiii s and

largely dominated l>y the universality of the ZN system.

We parametrize potential (1) by requiring that it produces the experimental anf,

B( 3 / / ) , and the stalk Coulomb energy Ec (
3 / /e) The static Coulomb energy E.( *//e)

is just a part of the difference between B(3W) and B(3 / /e) which is a consequence

of adding the Coulomb potential lo the unclear liainillonian. We shall neglect the

polarization potenl ial for the ;xi system as it has hern estimated lo product- a negligi-

ble effect |fi] The binding energy of *Ht in the present model is not the experimental

binding energy of 'lie but only that part of B ( 3 / / i ) which arises if we include only

the Couloml) potential. However, it is exactly this binding energy tlint emerges from

an usual nonrelativistic dynamical :</V calculation. This will allow us to compare I he

results for the slalic Coulomb effect in an elfeclke potential calculation with that

obtained in a dynnmical 3/V calculation. Such ;i <|iianlil«live comparison WHS not

possible in the earlier study as there the effective potential was fitted lo the exper-

imental B(3r7e) which is different from the binding energy of B( 3 / /e) obtained in a

dynamical '.\N calculation.

In our numerical calculation we used the following values for the parameters of

potential (I): Vo = 28rt/el /, R = 2W>0Hfm and /i = 0 . 2 9 5 2 / I H - ' , which virlds

B( 3 / / ) = S.482A/i I', «„., = 0.65/»» ami H(:'//t) = 7.S2MUV, corresponding to

a static Coulomb energy Ec ('*//<) = 0.651 A/r \ . The present polciitinl model is

fitted to produce the experimental l)(3 / / ) and «„,/ and the theoretical prevision for

Ec (3Ile) = 0.652il/eV found in dynamical llirce-body calculations using realislic

NN potentials and diverse 3/V potentials. The calculation of Hof. 12, however, gives

I



a slightly different value for this last theoretical prevision indicating either a model

dependence or the approximate nature of these calculations. However, it is beyond

the scope of the present study to predict the model independent quantitative value

of the static Coulomb energy. We are only interested to see that given this valiir if

our model is able to simulate the variation of Ee ( 3 / /e) as the potential is varied.

In order to generate the low-energy correlations in the ZN system we need to vary

potential (1) in a universal fashion as explained in Ref.6, i.e., by varying the short

range part of potential (1) while maintaining its long-range behavior unchanged. The

long-range behavior of the effective potential (I) is determined by the low-energy
i

on shell NN observables. A complete specification of its short range parts requires a
i

knowledge of off-shell properties of the /V/V interaction and the 3/V interaction. So

a variation of the short range part of potential (I) while maintaining its lung range

part unchanged should simulate the off-shell variation of the NN interaction together

with a variation of the 3/V interaction in dynamical 3/V calculations. Such a universal

variation of potential (I) is approximately achieved by varying Vo, and keeping R and

H fixed at R = 2..r>50r)/in and /« = 0.2952/nr1 .

In Fig.l we plot the static Coulomb energy Ee (V/e) versus B ( 7 / ) and compare

with the three-body calculator) of llef.5. In Fig.2 we plot a^ versus nT,i and compare

with the three-body calculations of Refs.3 and 4. In both these cases we find that

the present effective potential model produces results in quantitative agreement with

those obtained in realistic dynamical calculations in Refs.3 and 5. In Fig 2 we find

that 'he separable potential results of ReM are slightly different from those of rralistir

calculations and our simulation possibly because the 3/V hamiltonian is varied in

a nonuniversal way in that work by varying the on shell deuteron properties and

not by varying only the off-shell NN interaction as in the realistic calculations. It

is surprising to see that the present effective potential results are in <|iiautitative



agreement with I lie realistic calcii la lions.

There survived an expectation after Ihc work of ltef.fi that (hough tin- g<iiexal

trend of the behavior of 3JV calrnlations could l>c predicted in effective potential

models the quantitative details of the Couloinl> effect could be model de|>endent.

Consequently, some iiiforinalion about the A'jY and :IA intern* I ions could be ex

traded from the calculation of the tl/V Coulomb observable*. As the present effective

potential model is able to reproduce Ilie «|tianl it ative details of the Coulomb effect it

is only frustrating Io ronclude that the above <v|Mf t.it ion is baseless.

In this work we only studied the static part of the Coulomb effect which results

when one simply adds the Coulcmh potential between the charges to the nuclear

hamiltoniau. However, there are rlrrlroinagnelic corrections such as charge symme-

try breaking of unclear interactions, finite size ellccls. i» — }> mass diference etc. which

appear as corrections to the static Coulomb effect. It has been <onjertuied|l] that

these corrections should nut have I lie same general universal behavior anil a study

of them is expected to lead to new informations about the A';V and 3/V interac-

tions. Such studies have recently started, lint these studies are IMIKII harder than

usual studies of the static Coulomb effect discussed in this work both from theoretical

and numerical points of view, spci ially, in view of I he rmu|>etisaliug rial me of various

corrections and the lack of existence of experimental estimates of each of these correc-

tions.! 11 Hence though il is possible, in principle, to get some informations about the

nuclear interactions from these slndiis. this will involve highly uoiilrivial theoretical,

computational, and experimental elforls.
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FIG. 1. £ c - B(3//) correlation. The various points are results of realistic calculations

taken from Ref.5. Tin- full line is the present calculation.

Fit!. 2. a»j - dpj correlation. The crosses are the results of realistic calculations of

Ref.3; the open circles are separable potential calculations of Ref.4. The full line is the

present calculation.
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